The objective of this study was to evaluate the alterations in sleep and circadian parameters during the aging process. The study sample comprises volunteers older than 18 up to 90 years of age that answered the Pittsburgh Sleep Quality Index (PSQI) and the Horne and Östberg circadian preference questionnaire. We observed that the shift to morningness with increasing age is associated with a significant worsening in sleep quality. We discuss that this sleep profile characterized by morningness and worse sleep quality observed in elderly, when compared to younger people, reflects not necessarily a pathological state, but an expected profile for this age group.
Introduction
Individual differences in the sleep-wake behavior, encompassing aspects such as habitual bedtime, wake time, sleep duration and structure have been observed in several studies (1) . Moreover, changes in sleep parameters have been associated with aging even in healthy people without sleep disorders (2) .
It has been proposed that sleep is regulated by two processes: circadian and homeostatic. These two processes are generated independently, but their interaction regulates sleep-wake cycles and from it emerges the sleep phenotypes and sleep-wake disorders (3) . Easily observable phenotypes that are associated with these processes include chronotype or diurnal preference and sleep fragmentation. Many different instruments have been developed to measure sleep quality and diurnal preference. Sleep quality can be defined subjectively by self-reporting or by more objective measures, such as polysomnography or actigraphy (4) . Questionnaires are convenient and efficient instruments for evaluating sleeprating measures and diurnal preference. One of the most widely used questionnaires is the Pittsburgh Sleep Quality Index (PSQI) (4), a self-rated questionnaire with nineteen questions, which assesses seven components of sleep quality and disturbances from the month prior to completing the questionnaire. The questions evaluate subjective sleep quality, sleep latency, sleep duration, habitual sleep efficiency, sleep disturbances, use of sleeping medication, and daytime dysfunction (5).
Self-reported diurnal preference can be measured by the Horne and Östberg (HO) questionnaire (6) , which has been used extensively in several studies for the last 30 years. The circadian types are categorized as morningtypes or "larks", evening-types or "owls", and types inbetween these or intermediate-types. Morning-types wake up early and go to sleep early, while evening-types are active during the early night and cannot wake up early easily. This morningness-eveningness phenotype represents the extremes in diurnal preference (6) .
Sleep patterns change ontogenetically and are very different in older people. Reports of oral temperature measurements have shown evidence of a weakened 24-h periodicity in the elderly, even in those individuals with generally regular lifestyles (7) . Compared to younger subjects, older subjects present sleep consolidation differences characterized by earlier habitual bedtime and wake time, phase advance of the body temperature rhythm with a tendency for the minimum circadian temperature rhythm to occur earlier in the night and a more disturbed sleep (8) . The decline in sleep quality that often accompanies aging is thought to be a consequence of alterations in both circadian and homeostatic processes, which are widely assumed to be responsible for sleep/ wake regulation (9) .
In spite of its biological and medical relevance, few studies have been specifically designed to correlate sleep quality and diurnal preference in an ontogenetic perspective. Thus, the aim of the present study was to evaluate concomitantly the alterations in sleep and circadian parameters during the aging process. Specifically, this report evaluated the association between changes in sleep quality and chronotype throughout the aging process.
Material and Methods

Participants
We contacted the volunteers in schools, universities, and companies, such as clinical laboratories and offices, and explained the purpose of this study. After a verbal explanation, their written consent was obtained. One thousand and thirty-five volunteers living in São Paulo, SP, Brazil, were initially recruited to answer to the PSQI and HO questionnaires.
Selection
Participants older than 18 years of age, of both genders and who had answered all the questions in both questionnaires, were drawn from the initial recruitment, resulting in a final sample of 812 volunteers. All participants belonged to the Brazilian population, which is very ethnically interbred, and consists mainly of European (Portuguese) and Brazilian aboriginal backgrounds that were later mixed with a variety of African groups and with a variety of European ethnicities (mainly Italian and Spanish) and Asiatic ethnicities (mainly Japanese) at the beginning of the 20th century (10) .
The study was approved by the Ethics Committee of Universidade Federal de São Paulo and informed consent was obtained from the participants (#CEP 1471/07).
PSQI
The PSQI is a self-rated questionnaire that assesses the sleep quality and disturbances of an individual over the month prior to completing the questionnaire. The nineteen questions are combined into seven clinically derived component scores, each weighed equally from 0-3. The sum of scores for these seven components yields one global score ranging from 0-21, with higher scores indicating worse sleep quality (4) . To assess sleep, we used the Brazilian version of the PSQI (5).
Diurnal preference
The Horne-Östberg (HO-MEQ) questionnaire provides a quantitative measure of diurnal preference (6) , which has been validated to correlate with the timing of the core body temperature and melatonin rhythms (11) . In this study, the data were collected through a Portuguese version of the HO-MEQ (12) .
Age categorization
To analyze answers from HO and PSQI questionnaires, the volunteers were classified according to their self-reported age in 10-year categories, except for the flanks of the distribution. They were categorized as the following age ranges, respecting adolescence and elderly age concepts: 18 to 24 (group 1), 25 to 34 (group 2), 35 to 44 (group 3), 45 to 54 (group 4), 55 to 64 (group 5), and 65 years old and older (group 6).
Statistical analyses
We used ANOVA and ANCOVA to analyze differences among age groups with HO scores as a covariate. Post hoc analyses were performed using the Fisher test. Spearman's test was used to analyze the correlations between PSQI index and HO score, and the correlations between each of them with age. Multiple correlation was used to analyze the PSQI index with age and HO as predictors. The level of significance was set at Po0.05.
Results
The sample was composed by 812 individuals, average age of 39.7 years (18-94 years), and 64.6% were women. The male/female proportion, the number of subjects, the mean values for HO scores and PSQI by age group, are shown in Table 1 .
Chronotype and sleep quality correlated with age (r=0.50 and r=0.13 respectively, Po0.05), however multiple correlation considering age and HO scores as predictors of sleep quality reveals a stronger correlation (r=0. ). In general, considering the HO score distribution by age, late chronotypes (evening types) presented worse sleep quality (r= -0.11 and Po0.05).
When we analyzed the distribution of HO scores according to the age categories, we observed a clear and progressive shift to morningness with increasing age (ANOVA F(5, 806)=63,156, Po0.001). Fisher post hoc test confirmed significant differences between groups, except when group 1 (18 to 24 years old) and group 2 (25 to 34 years old) were compared. Figure 1 shows HO score distributions according to age groups.
Additionally, considering HO score as a covariant, we observed that after 65 years of age (group 6), there was a significant worsening in sleep quality (F(5, 805)=11,864, (P=10 -6 , HO covariate mean: 53.9, Figure 2 ).
Interestingly, the chronotype progressively changed with increasing age, while the worsening of subjective sleep quality started to change more abruptly beyond 55, and became worse after 65 years of age. Ontogenetic changes in chronotype have been widely reported. In general, it is plausible to state that younger individuals have a strong tendency toward eveningness, whereas aging is strongly associated with morningness (13) (14) (15) . In healthy elderly individuals without sleep disorders, the parameters of the circadian rhythms of sleep-wake (sleep onset and offset), melatonin (onset), core body temperature (acrophase) and cortisol (acrophase) occur earlier in the day, when compared to young adults (16, 17) . Other changes in this age group include reduction in the amplitude of circadian rhythms and reduced tolerance to abrupt phase changes (18) . It is suggested that the chronotype remains relatively stable until around the age of 35 and morningness increases afterwards (19, 20) . In addition to changes in chronotype, sleep quality also changes as a function of ordinary aging process (21, 22) . Moreover, more than 50% of older adults (above 65 years old) have at least one chronic sleep complaint, the most prevalent being the inability to stay asleep at night (23) . Thus, the sleep quality decline and the tendency towards morningness that were associated with increasing age in our sample are in agreement with previous reports (24) (25) (26) (27) .
Remarkably, few studies have been specifically designed to correlate sleep quality and diurnal preference (28) . Based on studies focused on adolescents and young adults, eveningness has been associated with lower sleep quality, when compared with morningness (29, 30) . Daytime sleepiness, maladaptive sleep beliefs and irregular sleep-wake habits are also common traces attributed more frequently to evening-oriented people (31) (32) (33) . Observing the overall data, the correlation between sleep quality and age is more evident when considering HO score as a predictor (controlling for HO score), which helps to uncover the worsening of sleep quality in the oldest age group.
These observations raise the question of whether morningness and worse sleep quality in the oldest individuals are independent phenomena or if they are related to each other. Classically, circadian and homeostatic controlling processes of sleep timing and duration have been described to be separately regulated (34) . However, at first it was considered that these processes interacted at discrete moments. For example, a consolidated sleep episode is triggered when sleep debit is high and approaching upper circadian threshold. However, in recent years, a complex and constant reciprocal interaction between both systems in regulating sleep has been reported, which includes the sharing of neural networks, genetic components and regulation of neurotransmission (35, 36) . Therefore, one can hypothesize that the age-sensitive, non-pathological neural/genetic/neurotransmission networks involved in the regulation of sleep and circadian rhythms interact and from this interaction emerges the sleep timing and duration profile normally observed in aged people. Typically, this profile is characterized by decreases in sleep time, less consolidated sleep, increases in the number and duration of nocturnal sleep awakenings (24) and significant changes in the amplitude of circadian rhythms (26) . In older people, the sleep-wake cycle is not only entrained to an earlier clock time but also to an earlier endogenous circadian phase of the temperature cycle (37) . Body core temperature rhythms and melatonin secretion are generally phase-advanced, and their intrinsic periodicity is often shortened (9, 11) .
Some studies have reported that PSQI is a useful and consistent tool for evaluating sleep quality in older adults (38) . Epidemiological studies using PSQI have shown that a large number (65%) of individuals present difficulty falling or staying asleep. Additionally, less than 20% rarely or never reports complaints, demonstrating that the prevalence of sleep complaints is high, even in healthy older adults (23) . These numbers are important to emphasize that sleep quality should be considered as a complex construct. To properly study this construct, distinct methods, with objective and subjective measures, have been developed (39) . Despite emerging as a gold standard subjective tool for sleep quality estimation, PSQI does not correlate well with polysomnography, possibly because of the need for optimal cognitive function to answer the questionnaire (4). Furthermore, according to Landry et al. (40) , more than 50% of the older adults (above 55 years old) who completed the PSQI can be classified as under-estimators of sleep quality, suggesting that they might tend to perceive sleep as being worse than it actually is. Thus, unless we consider almost every elderly individual as having a sleep disorder, it is unlikely that the PSQI is indicative of a real pathological state.
There were a couple of key limitations in this study. First, despite the difficulty to systematically collect objective measures of sleep in a large sample of volunteers, the adoption of an objective tool for the evaluation of other dimensions of sleep quality, such as actimetry, would provide means to test the prevalence of under-estimators of sleep quality in our senior's sample. Moreover, the prevalence of confounders in the elderly, such as sleep apnea, medication and psychiatric diseases, was not covered in this study. In addition, we should stress that, by no means, the associations described here between HO score and PSQI, indicates causality. Finally, this was a cross-sectional study and further longitudinal studies are needed in order to address changes in the association between circadian and homeostatic mechanisms of sleepwake control.
In summary, with the subjective assessment of the ontogeny of chronotype and sleep quality combination, we observed that HO score was a good predictor of sleep quality. The chronotype distribution by age range showed that late circadian rhythms (represented by lower scores in each age range) are related to worse quality of sleep in all ages. Moreover, two extreme sleep profiles emerged as representative of the ontogeny of homeostatic and circadian sleep regulation; morningness and worse quality of sleep are characteristic of the elderly while eveningness and better quality of sleep are characteristic of young people.
Considering other reports in the literature (2, 23) , it is possible to argue or to propose that morningness and the sleep profile of aged people are emerging phenomena associated with a particular integration state of the neural/genetic networks regulating sleep and circadian rhythms at specific ages. Also, the characteristic sleep profile of older people does not necessarily indicate a pathological state, which can be a possible explanation for our results.
